Research suggests that concepts are distributed across brain regions specialized for processing information from different sensorimotor modalities. Multimodal semantic models fall into one of two broad classes differentiated by the assumed hierarchy of convergence zones over which information is integrated. In shallow models, communication withinand between-modality is accomplished using either direct connectivity, or a central semantic hub. In deep models, modalities are connected via cascading integration sites with successively wider receptive fields. Four experiments provide the first direct behavioral tests of these models using speeded tasks involving feature inference and concept activation. Shallow models predict no within-modal versus cross-modal difference in either task, whereas deep models predict a within-modal advantage for feature inference, but a cross-modal advantage for concept activation. Experiments 1 and 2 used relatedness judgments to tap participants' knowledge of relations for within-and cross-modal feature pairs. Experiments 3 and 4 used a dual-feature verification task. The pattern of decision latencies across Experiments 1-4 is consistent with a deep integration hierarchy.
Introduction
Semantic memory contains a great deal of knowledge regarding lexical concepts such as dog and banana, and as such is important for language processing, perception, reasoning, and action. Concepts referring to living and nonliving things include information such as how something looks, tastes, feels, and sounds, and how it is used. The manner in which this knowledge is represented and organized greatly impacts behavior. It is intuitive to think of this conceptual knowledge in terms of features. For example, how a typical dog looks or sounds can be described by features such as hhas legsi, hhas a taili, hhas a nosei, hhas earsi, hbarksi, and so on. Although some models of semantic memory are not based on feature representations -for example, Latent Semantic Analysis (Landauer & Dumais, 1997) -feature-based models, which describe concepts as collections of features at some level of abstraction, dominate the literature.
The manner in which types of featural knowledge are neurally organized and integrated differentiates semantic memory models. Many of the remarkable capabilities of the human conceptual system are attributable to a large and highly interconnected network of processing units. As is elaborated below, although activity in one processing unit or region may eventually influence that of many others, it often does so indirectly. The fact that connectivity patterns determine the speed and/or strength of signal propagation between units has a number of important behavioral consequences. Therefore, the organization of conceptual representations directly influences cognitive processing because it determines the manner in which subsystems influence one another, and the temporal dynamics of such influences. 
